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Cover: The Bull-Dogger ( 19 2 2 ), together with
Pickett's The Crimson Skull ( 1921 ), were the first
Westerners to celebrate the contnbutions of the
black cowboy. Richard Norman, a white, produced
black films targetted for the ghetto picture house
market. Committed to equality of racial achievement and aspiration, Norman's eight feature films,
1920-28, were great critical and commercial successes.
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•
by Phil Caputo
originally presented during
"Writers and Key West, " the Fifth
Annual Key West Literary Seminar
and Tour, partially funded by FEH.
What drew me to Key West, and
what holds me here, when,
theoretically, I have the freedom to
live anywhere I choose?
I think I can best answer that by
giving some of the reasons why I
don't live here, and by listing a
few of the things I dislike about
life in Key West - the downside
of paradise, so to speak.
First of all, I did not move here
and don't stay here because, as
has been suggested recently, I am
seeking to become the new Hemingway. I would be lying were I to
deny that I am flattered that some
Phil Caputo
We pay among the highest utility
rates in the country, and get for
our money dirty drinking water
and electrical power that frequently fails, while some of our streets
and sidewalks resemble Stalingrad
in 1 944.
people regard me as heir to his
Thirdly - and this may surprise
"mantle," but I wish to stress that
that is not my self-image. I do not some - I'm not here for the
climate. The weath~r in the Florida
compare with him, in terms of
Keys is delightful from roughly
either physical or literary stature,
and if I were to attempt to take his December to March. After that, it
starts to get as hot as Bangkok,
place, the world would find me a
and by August and September the
pint-sized papa indeed.
air envelopes you like a damp
Secondly, I don't live in Key
sandwich bag.
West because of the quality of its
Finally, I don't live here because
politics and government services.
Key West has become
oh
With a few notable exceptions,
most of the elected officials in the dreadful phrase - a literary colony. Termites, ants and other incity and in Monroe County comsects flourish in colonies, but
bine corruption with ineptitude.

... writers ... suffer if they
spend too much time in
each other's company.

FLORIDA FORUM

writers, in my opinion, suffer if
they spend too much time in each
other's company. Literary friendships are important, because
writing is a solitary, at times a
depressingly lonely, occupation:
combining the worst aspects of
sheepherding and monasticism.
The cloistered, isolated struggle
with language and character can
drive even a stable personality half
insane. The temptation to immerse
oneself in the doing of the socalled "glitterati" is powerful: but
long rounds of dinner and cocktail
parties can be harmful to the
writer's waistline, liver, and, most
important, his or her work.
Writers, at least those who are
prose artists, are not abstract expressionists. They paint from life.
SPRING, 1987
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Upper Harbor, Key West (ca. 191 0)

If they start surrounding
themselves with too many other
writers, inevitably they will begin
writing for their friends and not for
their audience. Producing the kind
of arid, claustrophobic stuff currently being published by
graduates of creative writing programs, who sound as if they are
trying to get an A-plus instead of
their readers' attention.
In fact, Key West's lack of
literary self-consciousness was
among the things that attracted
me when I first visited the island
eleven years ago. Despite the living presence of Tennessee
Williams and the lingering one of
Hemingway's ghost, the island
was not seen, as, unfortunately, it
now seems to be, as the Hamptons with palm trees. To quote a
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close friend of mine, a local saloon
keeper named Vic Latham, Key
West in those days was "permissive without being faddy,
creative without being trendy."

... its reputation as a salty,
raffish, sinful seaport at the
ragged edge of North
America.
In those days. I sound as if I am
speaking about the distant past.
But Key West has changed so
drastically in the past few years
that the mid-70s do indeed have
an antique patina when I look back
upon them from the f}resent.
The island was then in transition
from a remote navy and fishing
town into the tourist mecca it is

today. It had a stronger grip on its
maritime heritage, and lived up to
its reputation as a salty, raffish,
sinful seaport at the ragged edge
of North America. At the foot of
Caroline Street, where there is today a yachtsmen's marina, shrimp
boats used to dock in such
numbers you almost could cross
the harbor by hopping from one
deck to the next. The boats and
their crews came from all over.
When the fleet put in to unload
their cargoes of "pink gold" or to
ride out a norther, you could hear
the skippers and deck hands
speaking in the twangs of Georgia
and cracker Florida, in the gentler
accents of the coastal Carolinas,
in Louisiana Creole and the harsh
drawls of the Texas Gulf coast.
After long, dangerous weeks at
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yellow slickers when the
nor'easters started blowing,
pushing the immense schools of
king mackerel southward to
warmer waters.
There was also another class of
seafarer, a colorful though criminal
lot - the contrabandistas, drug
smugglers and gunrunners who
were direct spiritual descendants
of the pirates, wreckers and rum-

... there is an element of the
renegade in the writer,
... bootlegging forbidden
thoughts and emotions into
the reader's living room.

Habanna Madrid Club (ca. 1940)

sea, the shrimpers hit town with
money in their pockets and big
thirsts in their throats and did what
seamen have done in port ever
since the Phoenicians - raised
holy hell. The more respectable
usually the Captains - would go
to a now-defunct bar called "The
Big Fleet" and clog dance with
their ladies to fiddles screeching
"The Orange Blossom Special."
The deck hands and rig-men got
drunk, shot pool - and now and
then each other - in dingy waterfront dives like ''The Mascot
Lounge" or in saloons like "The
Boat Bar" and the "West Key,"
the latter a topless joint that was
closed after an irate stripper set it
on fire in a wage dispute with her
boss.
Shrimpers were not the only
people on the island who earned
FLORIDA FORUM

their livelihoods from the sea.
There were the lobstermen, many
of them Cuban refugees whose
boats bore lovely women's names
such as ''Dona Elena'' and ''The

The more respectable ... clog
danced with their ladies to
fiddles screeching ''The
Orange Blossom Special. ''
Maria Rosanna." They gave a
foreign flavor to Key West as they
spoke in gutteral Spanish at the
docks, crowded with their faded
traps and colorful marker pots.
There were grizzled charter captains who had fished, or said they
had, with Hemingway and Ted
Williams: commercial hook-andliners who would put to sea in

runners who had given Key West
its outlaw reputation. I suppose it
would be improper for me to stand
here and speak fondly of dope
smugglers; I'm not speaking of
heroin traffickers nor crack
dealers, but marijuana smugglers,
a less malignant lot. But I found
myself drawn to those renegades
possibly because - to paraphrase
something my friend Tom Sanchez
once said - there is an element
of the renegade in the writer, the
contrabandista of the mind and
heart, bootlegging forbidden
thoughts and emotions into the
reader's living room. I also admired the smugglers for the risks
they took and for their skills as
seamen. I met one of these highseas brigands after he had singlehandedly sailed an 85-foot Baltic
trader from Belize to l<ey West. I
don't want to romanticize these
people, so I'll put it this way: If I
am going to share a drink and
conversation with a crook, I prefer
the company of a man who can
run through a hole in the reef at
night without running lights to that
of a yuppie plotting a securities
swindle in a New York fern bar.
Besides contrabanders, Key
West also attracted (and still attracts) other kinds of social
outlaws: rebels and runaways and
refugees from middle America.
They were - are - in someone's
SPRING, 1 987
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phrase - the kind of people who
led lives other people made
movies about. "B" grade movies,
but so what? That beautiful
cocktail waitress you saw the
other night used to be a careerwoman, and now she's in flight
from a broken love affair or a bad
marriage. That salesgirl you met
turned out to be an ex-hooker
escaping her past and seeking a
fresh start. That wicked-eyed little
number who offered to sell you a
gram of cocaine in the bar a few
nights ago is in Key West after
deserting her husband and
children in Iowa - a case of a
good girl doing her damndest to
go wrong. Disbarred lawyers,
quack physicians on the lam from
malpractice suits, aging hippies,
winos, heirs and heiresses, petty
gamblers, macho fishermen and
homosexuals - all were crammed
together on 1 0-square miles of
marl and mangrove alongside the
native conchs, whose families had
been in the Keys for six generations.

Daily life had a sense of
adventure ...

Though these disparate
elements occasionally had their
frictions, they managed to live
together in more harmony than
you would imagine, providing a
stimulating environment for a
young writer: a fascinating and
varied human pageant. Daily life
had a sense of adventure, by
which I mean a feeling that the
unexpected or the unusual might
happen at any moment; that you
might meet a personality to whom
you would not have spoken a
word in a large city or in an
average small town; that you
might find yourself doing
something you would not have
done anywhere else.
I recall the morning eight years
ago when I was having breakfast
in my kitchen and Mel Fisher,
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Key West sailors going to ship were given this "Last Chance" to get
their sea legs before boarding (ca. 1905).
discoverer of the Atocha treasure,
came to my front door. One of his
vessels had broken down, and he
wanted to know if he could borrow my fishing boat. I replied that
it wasn't suitable for such an expedition. Fine, said Fisher, if he
could not borrow my boat could
he borrow me for a day or two?
He was short-handed and needed
someone to toss marker buoys in
waters he had just begun to explore for the Atocha 's gold, silver
and jewels. Off I went. Only in Key
West could a man come to your
door at breakfast time and ask you
to help him in search for the
treasures of the Spanish Main.
I am nostalgic for those times.
The atmosphere of those freewheeling days has not entirely
vanished, but it is vanishing rapidly. The shrimpers and lobstermen
and outcasts are still here, but
most of them now work out of adjacent Stock Island which has
become a blue-collar ghetto for an
increasingly chic Key West. The
raucous seaport is getting more
and more respectable, turning

away from the Caribbean northward to such places as Fort
Lauderdale for its cues. Much of
the natural environment in the
Keys has been devastated by
greedy land developers and the
short-sighted public officials who
give them a free hand to do
whatever they choose, which is to
build huge condominiums and
resort hotels. The raunchy deck
hands who used to swagger off
the shrimp boats, then stagger
back, are being replaced by condo
commandos and tourists garbed in
Hawaiian shirts and armed with
golf clubs. Most of the contrabandistas are dead or in jail, which, I
suppose, is where most people
want them. Hundreds of local
conchs, Cubans and whites and
blacks of Bahamian descent, have
had to flee skyrocketing living
costs for the mainland and farther
north. Lost with them is much of
the island culture that made life
here as rich and piquant as a
Caribbean sauce. The rough-andtumble boat bar is now a hairdressing salon, and many of the
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other sailors' watering holes have
been shut down, torn down, or
tarted up in pastels and transformed into boutiques and T-shirt
shops catering to the cruise ship
trade, and it's sad and disturbing
to hear the merchants in these
establishments speak about their
customers the way prostitutes do
about their johns. I don't think Key
West is in imminent danger of
becoming a tropical Aspen, but I
for one will not be unhappy if I
never see again a sign that announces "Coming soon on this
site! The Osprey's Nest! A new
concept in time-share living! Own
your piece of paradise for only
$100,000 down!"
What, then, holds me here, to
this fly-speck of land in the ocean,
this coral rock at the end of the
road? To quote from an article I
wrote for Esquire magazine, most
of my reasons for living in Key
West are not on the island, but off
it
at sea.
I love the sea. I love the smell of
it, whether it's the scent of a salty
tradewind or the rankness of low
tide. I love to look at it, for it is
always different yet always the
same, providing at once both
diversity and constancy. I love to
walk along it in the early mornings
and watch the sandpipers feeding
along the shore, the royal terns
wheeling above. I love to fish on
it, sail on it, swim in it.
A short boat ride in any direction from Key West will take you
to an entirely different world, far
from the glitzy condos and discos
and streets jammed with recreational vehicles. Due south a mere
fifteen miles is the Gulf Stream,
the mighty blue river in the ocean
home to giant marlin and hammerhead sharks weighing half a
ton. Westward are the wild Marquesas Keys, an atoll of mangrove
islands girt by white sand and surrounding a 3-mile-wide lagoon
where seahawks and frigate birds
nest, and hundred-pound tarpon
fin through the channels. Northward and eastward is the region
called the back country - an immense sweep of tidal flats in
which unpeopled islands are set

like jade stones in a vast buckle of
silvery green. Egrets, great blue
herons, roseate spoonbills, and
ibis breed there. And when the
tide begins to move across the
flats, a riot of marine life moves
with it: shrimps and crabs,
bonefish and permit, bull and
lemon sharks eight feet long, sting
rays and eagle rays. Whenever I
am there, or elsewhere at sea, I
am aware that I am in nature's
realm, not man's, and am subject

number of human skeletons,
evidence that some sort of large
tribal Indian war had been fought
on the island. But what is left of
the Indians now? Not even their
bones remain. And what is left of
the Spanish sailors who drowned
on the Atocha and the Santa
Margarita? A few rotting planks in
the silty depths, a few bars of gold
and jewels of no value to those
sailors now. And yet the tides continue to ebb and fill, the
tradewinds to blow, the fish to
follow the seasonal migrations
they have for thousands of years,
the ocean to heave and rofl, as if
shrugging its vast shoulders at the
petty triumphs and defeats of
mankind.
It will be doing the same thing
when we are gone, when our
grandchildren are gone, and their
E grandchildren. In this skeptical
~ age, the sea is what we have in
~ place of God, said Hemingway's
~ Thomas Hudson in Islands in the
~ Stream. I don't know about that. I
~ certainly don't want to offend
~ anyone's religious sensibilities. But
~ the sea is like a deity because it is
~ mother to us all, and it is eternal.
~ The sea teaches what is enduring
8 and what is transitory in this
~ world, what is significant and
~ what is trivial. Given the fashions
~ and trends that plague American
~ literature, I think that's an important lesson for a writer. I think it's
important for everyone.

... tidal flats in which
unpeopled islands are set
like jade stones.

to her rules and rhythms of moon
and tide and wind; the same
rhythms that governed the waters
when the Caloosa Indians fished in
them, when the Spanish galleons
sailed upon them.
As you probably know, the
name Key West is derived from
the Spanish, Cayo Hueso - Bone
Key. When the Spaniards landed
here, they found an enormous

Phil Caputo, a native of
Chicago, began sampling exotic
living spaces in the 1960's, at
government expense. Later, as a
writer, he covered Rome and
Moscow, along with wars in Vietnam, the Middle East and Ethiopia.
The author of Horn of Africa,
Rumor of War and De/Corso's
Gallery, he has won a boatload of
prizes, including the Pulitzer.
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A View from the Board
My craft is that of an urban planning and economic consultant in effect, a working futurist. My
professional life is spent peering
into the elusive future, using the
few available scientific techniques
coupled with a reasonable amount
of common sense - and, thankfully, an increasing sense of what
is important to reflect in the
physical and social form of future
urban communities. Much of this
later sense I've picked up through
seven years of fascinating association with those historians and
philosophers of the FEH Board
who spend their time looking productively rearward for lessons of
value to the present.
A planner worth his vocational/philosophical salt must
believe that the physical environment does shape to varying
degrees the persons living within
it. I certainly do so believe. If I can
help contrive and shape a positive,
supportive urban environment, I
hope it will in turn produce an individual citizen aware of the
"good life," as defined by current
and past sages. As a sociologist
by undergraduate training, this
thought pleasures me and helps
make long meetings with public
officials seem much shorter.
I recently toasted a retiring
3 0-year veteran City Manager. My
ultimate compliment to this sturdy,

Next Board
Meeting
The FEH Board of Directors
will next meet on June 11 &
1 2, at the Daytona Hilton
Hotel, in Daytona Beach.

durable professional was that he
was one of the very few executives to always ask the magic
question, "why?" Most such
functionaries are content with
queries of how, what and when.
Conclusion
we need more
humanistically trained individuals
in our leadership positions!
One of the periodic experiences
which delights me is playing the
game of ''what do you want your
community to be if all things are
possible?" with elected public officials. This technique has, of
course, been made more difficult
by the Sunshine Law. Such officials are always fearful of being
quoted during an unguarded,
thoughtful moment. But overall, it
still surprises and delights me to
witness the soaring idealism of
which these hyper-practical,
pressured officials are still capable.
Then having soared with the
eagles, we begin to load on within
this futurist exercise the constraints that do apply to see what
really can be done - with a coloration of idealism.
So, I thank the FEH for a look at
the present and past world
through thoughtful, humanist eyes
- a look which helps me see
more clearly the future I must deal
with.
As I prepare this year to leave
the Board, I continue to be con-

vinced that two strategies should
guide the Board: ( 1 ) to focus on
enlightening/assisting already inplace leadership at all levels of the
economic, social spectrum, who
by virtue of the ripple effect will in
turn influence their constituents;
and, (2) to initiate from within the
Board needed and desirable
statewide projects, and then to
seek the most able institutions or
groups to carry such projects
through successfully.
Harry C. Adley

Grant Application Deadlines 198 7.. ss
Media
Preliminary application by
July 30
Final Draft by Oct. 1
To begin after March 11

Fall
Preliminary application by
July 30
Final Draft by Sep't. 1 0
To begin after Nov. 6
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Harry Adley

Winter
Preliminary application by
November 28
Final draft by Jan. 1 0
To begin after March 11

Spring
Preliminary application by
April 1
Final draft by May 1 0
To begin after July 8
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Jose Marti
in Florida:
Context and
Consciousness

by Louis A. Perez, Jr.

"Marti is killed" the Tampa
Tribune headline announced on
May 23, 1895-killed in action.
The news story sent shock waves
through the Cuban community in
Tampa: disbelief followed by
denial, then resentment and rage
set in. The Spaniards had stooped
to a new low, spreading such
wicked rumors about the death of
Jose Marti. It simply was not true; Jose Marti, by Herman Norrman,
it was not even reasonable to
oil on canvas, circa 1891.
think that Marti would be permitted to participate in combat.
workers had derived new purpose
Cubans on the island understood
and occupied a new place in the
the value of his services too well
movement for Cuban into allow him to be exposed in batdependence. And Marti was
tle!
Anxious Cubans huddled at the
port of Tampa for the arrival of the
steamer from Havana - awaiting
a newspaper report, a letter from
home, a passenger with some
word, anything that would expose
this latest attempt by Spain to
dissemble and demoralize. It was
changed by his association with
from New York that the word acCuban cigarworkers. Through him,
tually came, from the Cuban
the very character of Cuban inRevolutionary Party (PRC),
unimpeachable and irrefutable:
dependence was transformed. An
Marti was dead! Killed in battle on inexorable reciprocity bound Marti
May 19.
to the cigarworkers. He organized
them politically; they shaped him
Nowhere else did the effect of
ideologically. He provided the
Marti's death have a greater impact than on the cigarworkers'
means; they defined the ends.
0
communities of Florida. He had
Jose Marti was born in Havana
transformed the emigre Cuban
communities into a unified consti- in January 1853. His anti-Spanish
tuency for Cuba Libre. He had
statements during the first war for
Cuban independence
changed the social function of
(1868-1878) led to his arrest and
their expatriation. The cigar-

subsequent deportation to Spain in
1 8 71 . After years of travelling
Europe and Latin America, he arrived in New York, January 1 880.
At the moment a new separatist
war was underway in Cuba. Immediately he volunteered his services to the Cuban Revolutionary
Committee. Irresistible in his
rhetoric, compelling in his prose,
Marti quickly distinguished himself
as the outstanding propagandist of
Ia guerra chiquita, as the
1879-1880 war became known.
Before the war had come to an
end, Marti had assumed the interim presidency of the Cuban
Revolutionary Committee, emerging as a rising force in expatriate
circles.
Marti drew a number of lessons
from the failure of Cuban arms in
1868-1878 and 1879-1880.
Convinced that the sources of
Cuban difficulties were to be found
within the separatist movement
itself, Marti wrote that the Ten
Years' War was "lost only
through a lack of preparation and
unity." "The revolution," Marti
insisted in 1 882, "is not merely a
passionate outburst of integrity, or
the gratification of a need to fight
or exercise power, but rather a
detailed understanding dependent
on advanced planning and great
foresight." Cuban independence,
he argued, could proceed only
from patient preparation,
dedicated organization, and enduring commitment.

Too much was in the hands of
too few, he protested. The
generals wielded undue influence
and exercised excessive control
over the conduct of separatist affairs. Organization and preparation, the need to coordinate all
sectors of Cuban society, held
priority over depending exclusively
on a military solution to the question of independence.
These insights brought immediate scorn and censure upon
Marti. He was a relative
newcomer to separatist circles: an
outsider without much of a history
of revolutionary affiliation. He had
not participated directly in either
the Ten Years' War or Ia guerra
chiquita. He lacked the credentials
and credibility to challenge the
leadership establishment. He was
viewed as an upstart-sincere,
perhaps, and well meaning, but
without either an appreciation for
or an understanding of the problems associated with making war.
He was denounced and dismissed.

D
Rebuked and all but formally
banished from separatist councils,
Marti turned away from the exile
leadership and toward the expatriate constituency. Ideas rejected by the old guard were taken
directly to the emigre population at
large. By the late 1880s, Marti's
emphasis on organization acquired
new strategic urgency as he
turned his attention away from attempts to unite the leadership to
efforts to organize the rank and
file.
The opportunity came in 1 891,
when the Ignacio Agramonte
Patriotic Club in Tampa invited
Marti to participate in fund raising
activities. In Tampa, on his first
visit to Florida, he delivered two
speeches - November 26 and
27,1891.
Marti emphasized familiar
themes: the need for unity and
organization. Unanimity of purpose
and unity of action were essential
to guarantee the success of Cuban
arms. He proclaimed:
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Cigar Box Label ( 1896).
Let us rise up so that freedom will
not be endangered by confusion or
apathy or impatience in preparing it.
Let us rise up too for the true
republic, those of us who, with our
passion for the right and our habit of
hard work, will know how to
preserve it .... And let us place
around the star of our new flag this
formula of love triumph: "With all,
and for the good of all."

Marti's speech had an electrifying effect. "The front rows of the

Ji

audience advanced towards the
stage, where Marti found himself
choked by embraces. Women,
standing on chairs, waved hats,
gloves, handkerchiefs. People
cried, laughed. Shouts of Viva
multiplied," wrote biographer
Jorge Manach.
On the following evening, a
standing room audience filled the
Licea Cuba no. Marti's speech was
especially memorable. It gave
allegorical form to the generational

conflict within the separatist
movement. He spoke of his trip to
Tampa, the bland landscape of
scrub oaks and palmettos, seeing
a burned patch in a Florida pine
forest: "The sun suddenly broke
through a clearing in the forest
and there, in the dazzling of unexpected light, I saw above the
yellowish grass around the black
trunks of fallen pines, the
flourishing branches of new pines.
That is what we are: new pines!"
The metaphor took hold. Every
subsequent generation of Cubans
appropriated the designation,
"pinos nuevas," to signify their inconformity with the established
norms.
Marti moved immediately to
give institutional form to his
political ideas. On November 28,
Marti drafted two documents: the
"Tampa Resolutions" and "The
Bases of the Cuban Revolutionary
Party." Approved by all the Tampa
patriotic clubs, the documents
established the bases of unity and
organization. The "Resolutions"
outlined a general set of principles
calling for the "creation of a just
and frank republic-unified in territory, laws, work, and cordiality,
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around which to organize politically, Marti selected the most progressive sector of the expatriate
population. Cigarworkers had long
been in the vanguard of the trade
union movement in Cuba. They
§ were heir to socialist traditions,
~ veterans of political battles with
~ Spanish colonial authorities, and
~ exponents of the most exalted vi: sian of free Cuba.
~
Marti's collaboration with the
~ cigarworkers in Florida had far~ reaching effects. It broadened the
social base of the separatist move~ ment. It obliged Marti to expand
the social content of separatist
Tampa Cigar Workers (ca. 1897).
ideology. Entire townships of
Cubans, of all classes, black and
white, united in their defense of
built by all for the benefit of all."
vided political support to launch
patria, equitably governed by of''The Bases of the Cuban Revolu- the PRC, they supplied the finanficials chosen from their own
tionary Party" detailed the struccial base to sustain its activities
ranks. Here was evidence, Marti
tural organization of a proposed
through the full six years of its exunderstood, that Cubans were
political party. The party was to
istence. Contributions from faccapable of sustaining a democratic
"assemble the revolutionary
tories, revolutionary clubs, and insovereign republic.
elements in existence today, and
dividuals provided funds necessary
will unite ... all additional
During the next four years,
to underwrite the publication of
elements possible, resolving to
Cuban separatism evolved increasthe weekly newspaper Patria, supestablish in Cuba, by means of a
ingly into a populist movement.
port propaganda activity, and purMarti's intellectual development,
war waged with republican
chase the materiel necessary for
no less than the ideological orienmethods and spirit, a nation
the war effort.
tation of Cuban separatism, came
capable of assuring a durable hapincreasingly to reflect the issues
piness to its children."
0
and concerns derived from colThe following month, Marti
Everything changed after
travelled to Key West, where local
laboration with cigarworkers. More
1 8 91 -1 8 9 2. For the better part
patriotic clubs were also considerand more, Marti occupied himself
with class questions, including the
ing the adoption of "The Bases of of three decades, the idea of Cuba
Libre had not moved much beyond future of property relationships.
the Cuban Revolutionary Party."
After weeks of debate and discus- an essentially undefined and wholThese were not entirely new
ly ambiguous sentiment. Outside a
sion, in January 1892, the
issues for Marti. He had previouscommonly, if loosely shared, no"Bases" were adopted as the
ly, if only irregularly, addressed
guiding principles for the formation tion that Cuba Lib're involved
social issues. What was different
minimally separation from Spain,
of the Cuban Revolutionary Party
after 1 8 91 was a matter of
the final structure of free Cuba re(PRC). The "Bases" were subsedegree. Eventually the difference
mained vaguely and incompletely
in degree was sufficiently great to
quently ratified in 1 8 9 2 among a
defined by various sectors of the
make it a distinction in kind. After
total of seventy-five revolutionary
separatist movement. In 1 8 91,
1891, his thinking reflected inclubs in Florida, representing an
Marti made the first tentative
estimated 10,000 Cubans in excreasingly the influence of
steps toward giving ideological
ile. Marti was elected Chief
materialist factors. The effect of
substance and political structure to Ma;tl 's collaboration with cigarDelegate, a position he held until
Cuba Libre. In selecting cigardeparting for Cuba in 1 8 9 5.
workers - "the working people,
as the constituency
workers
the backbone of our coalition" The cigarworkers not only pro-

g
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was telling. He collaborated with
Diego Vicente Tejera
( 1848-1903) in Key West, who
organized the Cuban Socialist Party in 1 901 . He worked closely
with Carlos Balino (1848-1925),
later an organizer of the Cuban
Communist Party (PCC).
Marti subsumed a social imperative into the struggle for national liberation, transfiguring the
very character of separatism. Now
the struggle for Cuba Ltbre was
more than the pursuit of independence. Marti had committed
himself to a movement that promised not only to free Cubans from
the old oppression, but to give
them a new place in society and a
new country to belong to. The
Cuban enterprise was now as
much committed to ending exploitative relationships within the
colony as it was det8rmined to
end the colonial relationship with
Spain. "Our goal is not so much a

mere political change," Marti
vowed, "as a good, sound, and
just and equitable social system
without demagogic fawning or arrogance of authority. And let us
never forget that the greater the
suffering the greater the right to
justice." For Marti, the goal was
"not a change in forms but a
change of spirit." Toward this
end, it was "necessary to make
common cause with the oppressed, to secure the system opposed to the interests and habits
of the oppressors.''
After 1 8 91 , Marti sought to
give these general formulations
programmatic context. He com-

n
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mitted the new Cuba to racial
justice. The "revolution in which
all Cubans are involved, regardless
of their color, will be equally just."
He categorized the armed struggle
as a war of redemption and
redistribution. ''The war is being
planned ... , " he wrote in March
1 892, "for the redemption and
benefit of all Cubans." But social
justice was not possible within a
system of economic inequities. His
vision of the new republic included
a commitment to equitable

agricultural development based on
an economy of small independent
farmers. "Cuba has vast expanses
of uncultivated land," he wrote in
1 893, "and it is obviously just to
make it available to anyone eager
to put it to use and to deny it to
those who will not use it." Marti
predicted confidently that Cuba
would "balance ... its social
problems" and provide "stability
for a republic that should be one
of work and enterprise."

0
Marti mobilized support from
those sectors of Cuban society
most susceptible to appeals for a
new order, and in the process he
too was transformed. So it was
that the dispossessed and
disinherited on both sides of the
Florida Straits responded to this
summons. An expatriate proletariat, a dispossessed peasantry,
blacks and whites, the landless
and the poor, ratified Marti's vision of free Cuba - "with all and
for the wellbeing of all." He
aspired to nothing less than a fundamental change in Cuban politics
by creating new ways of mobiliz-

ing and sharing power. He added
a social agenda to the historic program of national liberation and instantly converted a movement
devoted to the establishment of a
new nation into a force dedicated
to shaping a new society.
Marti transformed rebellion into
revolution. His revolutionary formula was a conglomeration of national pride, social theory, antiimperialism, and personal intuition.
He rationalized it all into a single
revolutionary metaphysic and institutionalized it into a single
revolutionary party. Like a master
weaver, Marti pulled together all
the separate threads of Cuban
discontent - social, economic,
political, racial, historical - and
wove them into a radical movement of enormous force.
It was for these reasons that the
effects of Marti's death were incalculable. The cigarworkers
understood immediately the
magnitude of their loss because
they understood the breadth of his
vision. They understood, too, that
things would be different
thereafter. The difference would
not be for the better.
Suggested Further Reading:
Abel, Christopher and Nissa Torrents, eds.,
Jose Marti, Revolutionary Democrat
(Durham, 1 986).
Kirk, John M. Jose Marti, Mentorofthe
Cuban Nation (Gainesville, 1 983).
Turton, Peter. Jose Marti, Architect of
Cuba's Freedom (London, 1 986).

Louis A. Perez, Jr., Graduate
Research Professor of History at
the University of South Florida
(Tampa), is the author of Cuba
Between Empires, 18 7 8-1902
(Pittsburgh, 1983), and a member
of the FEH Speakers Bureau.
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Funded in
February
Twenty-nine proposals came
before the FEH Board of Directors
during the February 1 2-1 3
meeting in Jacksonville. Twenty
were funded, for a total of
$107,938. The projects given
financial life include:

Tallahassee
"The Griot: transmitting tradition
through folklore," four lecturedemonstrations by Ramona
Bass, inviting audience involvement in black oral traditions extending back to Africa. Sponsor:
Harambee Arts and Cultural
Heritage Council. (FEH grant,
$ 2, 2 91 . Total costs projected
at almost $ 6,000.)

Scheduled for Feb. 27 & 28,
during the Seventh Annual
Harambee Festival at the
Tallahassee-Leon County Civic
Center.
Contact: Beulah Hemmingway,
(904) 878-1621.
"Wolves and Humans in the
Southeast," exhibits, lectures,
and storytelling on the wolf's
place in our legends and
mythology, literature and art.
Sponsor: Tallahassee Jr.
Museum. (FEH grant, $2,000.
Total costs of over $4,500.)

Scheduled from June 23 to
July 12, at the Jr. Museum.
Contact: Kathleen Brown,
(904) 576-2531.
St. Augustine
''The Military and Militia in
Colonial Spanish America," a
conference of international
scope, given special local flavor
through the Spanish Night
Watch Celebration. Sponsor:
Florida Department of Military
Affairs. (FEH grant, $3,238.
Total costs to exceed $ 9, 000.)

Scheduled for June 1 8
through 21 , at various locaFLORIDA FORUM

tions in St. Augustine.
Contact: Robert Hawk,
(904) 824-8461, ext. 174.
Gainesville
"Seminar on the Teaching of
Japanese Culture for High
Schools and Community Colleges in Florida." Sponsor:
Department of African and Asian
Languages and Literatures,
University of Florida. (FEH grant,
$3,7 00. Total costs projected
at $8,800.)
Scheduled for April 9-11 at
the University of Florida.
Contact: Susan A. Kubota,
(904) 392-2422.
"History of Black Gospel Music,"
a symposium in conjunction
with the traveling production of
"Let the People Rejoice." Sponsor: The Florida Mass Choir, Inc.
(FEH grant, $2,000. Total production costs to be over
$44,000.)
Scheduled for later this year at
the University of Florida.
Contact: Marylou Strollo,
(305) 291-MASS.
Daytona Beach
''The Civil War in Vol usia
County," a symposium and
walking tour introducing the
people of Volusia County to
their heritage from the War Between the States. Sponsor:
Halifax Historical. Society. (FEH
grant, $1 ,800. Total costs to
exceed $4,000.)
Scheduled for April 24 & 25 at
the new Halifax Historical
Museum and other locations,
including walking tours of New
Smyrna Beach and Dunlawton
Sugarmill.
Contact: Thoma.s W. Taylor,
(904) 255-6976.
Deland
"Let's Talk About It," a reading/
discussion series based on
classic writings addressing
issues in individual/community
rights. Sponsor: Friends of the
Deland Library. (FEH grant,
$680. Total costs to exceed
$3,300.)

Scheduled for Mar. 1 9, Apr.
23, and May 21, at the
Deland Public Library.
Contact: Frances E. Calhoun,
(904) 738-3964.

Tarpon Springs
"The Life and Times of the Inness
Painters in Tarpon Springs," a
symposium, in conjunction with
a tour of Inness Manor and a
curatorial introduction to Inness
paintings (also taped for delayed
Cable TV broadcast). Sponsor:
City of Tarpon Springs. (FEH
grant, $5,060. Total costs of
almost $1 2,000.)
Scheduled for April 2 7, at the
Cultural Center.
Contact: Kathleen Monahan,
(813)938-3711.

Tampa
"Mario Sanchez Revisits Ybor City
and Key West,'' a videodocumentary (in both Spanish
and English versions) using
wood-intaglios and
reminiscences to reflect on the
cultural traditions of two historic
cities. Sponsor: The Tampa
Museum of Art. (FEH grant,
$9,990. Total costs over
$26,000.)
Scheduled for various times in
April at the Ybor City Museum,
Tampa Museum of Art, and
USF (Tampa) - to be broadcast later on public TV.
Contact: Ramon A. Estella,
(813) 968-91 28.
"Maria Rappaccini's Gala Night,"
lecture and song demonstrating
how Nathaniel Hawthorne's
short story, "Rappaccini's
Daughter," became Francesco
Zampini's new opera, "Maria
Rappaccini." Sponsor: Division
of Language, University of
South Florida (Tampa). (FEH
grant, $2,180. Total costs expected to be $4,300.)
Scheduled for May 1 5, at the
Tampa Theatre.
Contact: Domenick lerardo,
(813) 974-2640.
SPRING, 1987
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West Palm Beach

"Conquistador's Gold," interpretive panels, exhibition guide,
and video presentations
highlighting a special exhibition
of Spanish Colonial treasures,
arms, and armor (including
items never before exhibited in
North America). Sponsor: South
Florida Science Museum. (FEH
grant, $5,499. Total costs projected at over $113,000.)
Scheduled from Mar. 1-Apr.
20, at the West Palm Beach
Museum.
Contact: Stephen Schmidt,
(305) 832-1988.

Miami

"Negritude, Ethnicity and Afro
Cultures in the Americas," a
public conference featuring
speakers of international stature,
with videotaped proceedings.
Sponsor: Florida International
University. (FEH grant, $9,086.
Total cost approximately
$118,000.)
Scheduled for Feb. 26-28, at
FIU-Tamiami.
Contact: Tanya S. Hamilton,
(305) 554-2846.
"Living Legends of Jazz," lectures, demonstrations, films, a
photo exhibit, and discussions
with and about jazz greats.
Sponsor: Miami-Dade Community College. (FEH grant, $9,002.
Total costs to be almost
$85,000.)
Scheduled throughout March,
at Miami-Dade Community College.
Contact: Eugene A. Greco,
(305) 34 7-2211.
"Interpretive Brochure," in
Spanish and English versions,
for Traditions: The Second Annual South Florida Folklife
Festival. Sponsor: Historical
Association of Southern Florida.
(FEH grant, $ 6, 000. Total
festival expenses projected at
over $30,000.)
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Scheduled for March 28 & 29,
at Metro-Dade Cultural Center.
Contact: Tina Bucuvalas,
(305) 375-1492.
"Exploring the Nature of Cuban
Exile Theater," discussion of,
and panels about, current
developments in Miami's
Hispanic Theater, in conjunction
with staging English versions of
three Cubano one act plays.
Sponsor: Florida International
University, Department of
Modern Languages. (FEH grant,
$3,550. Total costs projected
at over $19,000.)
Scheduled for Apr. 1 0 at Dade
County Public Li,brary Main
Branch and Florida International University, Apr. 11 at
New Theater, Coral Gables.
Contact: Maida WatsonEspener, (305) 554-2851.

''Dade County Observance of the
Bicentennial of the
Constitution,'' a series of town
meetings designed to encourage
informed debate of selected
constitutional issues. Sponsor:
Dade Citizens Committee for the
Observance of the Bicentennial
of the United States Constitution, Inc. (FEH grant, $4,999.
Total costs expected to exceed
$27 ,000.)
Scheduled for Mar. 1 4-1 5,
Apr. 11-12, May 9-10, June
13-14, and Sept. 18-19 at
various sites in Miami.
Contact: Terence G. Connor,
(305) 579-0316.

"Golda: A Life," an interpretive
lecture in conjunction with a
music/dance tribute to Golda
Meir. Sponsor: Ballet Concerto
Co. of Miami. (FEH grant,
$1 ,000. Overall program to
cost over $49,000.)
Scheduled for May 29-31, at
the Colony Theatre, Miami
Beach.
Contact: Addy Castellanos,
(305) 446-7922.

"Critic Lecture Series VII," internationally recognized authorities
speak about art and architecture. Sponsor: The Art Museum
at Florida International University. (FEH grant, $4,990. Total
costs projected at over
$14,000.)
Scheduled for May 8, Sept.
18, 1987, and Jan. 15,
1988, at FIU-Tamiami. Feb.
11, 1988, at Gusman Center,
downtown.
Contact: Dahlia Morgan,
(305) 554-2890.

Across Florida

"Michener at Work," script
development for a PBS-TV
documentary on James
Michener as he crafts his next
novel - on the Caribbean, including Florida. Sponsor: Media
Resources lnteramerica. (FEH
grant, $7,345. Total costs in
excess of $1 7, 500.)
Scheduled for release in conjunction with publication of the
novel.
Contact: Kathy Hersh,
(305) 667-6779.

"The Beach: Myth, Culture and
Experience," script preparation
for a PBS-TV special. Sponsor:
WEDU-TV 3 (Tampa). (FEH
grant, $22,378. Total production and distribution costs will
be over $450,000.)
Scheduled to premier in 1989.
Contact: Linda Bassett,
(813) 253-2736.

Other Coming
Events
Forthcoming events, funded prior
to February, include:

Osprey

Key West

"Guidebook to Prehistoric Indian
Life at Spanish Point," interpreting new outdoor exhibits.
Available at Spanish Point during June.
Contact: Linda K. Williams,
(813) 966-5214.

"Three Constitutional FoundersDramatic Commentary," actors
represent the views of Madison,
Hamilton and Jefferson on Cable
TV and in person.
Continuing throughout 1987,
including the Constitutional
Birthday Party, July 1 9.
Contact: Minna Post Peyser,
(305) 296-2443.

Panama City

Punta Gorda

"Early Man in Northwest Florida,"
discovering local pre-history
through archeology.
Continuing through June at the
Junior Museum of Bay County,
with portable "Suitcase Exhibits" available.
Contact: Doris Parkman,
(904) 769-6128.

"Punta Gorda Centennial Exhibit"
and portable display.
Continuing at the Youth
Museum, summer at libraries
and malls, fall at school media
centers.
Contact: Joy White,
(813) 639-3777.
Ft. Lauderdale

Tallahassee
''The History of Political Cartooning in Florida: the cartoon as an
expression and molder of public
opinion," an interpretive exhibit.
Scheduled for May 1 5-Sept.
30 (conference and workshop
on May 16); at the Museum of
Florida History - traveling exhibit available after September.
Contact: Alberto Meloni,
(904) 488-1484.
St. Augustine
"The City as Museum," a
workshop.
Scheduled for May 7, at
Government House on the
Plaza.
Contact: Patricia R. Wickman,
(904) 488-1484.
Tampa
''Black American Musical
Heritage: An Interpretation,"
jazz, personified by Noble Sissie
& Eubie Blake, introduces a new
library collection.
Scheduled during October, at
USF College of Arts and Letters Auditorium, and Tampa
Theatre (taped for later Channel 1 6 TV broadcast).
Contact: Donna Parrino,
(813) 974-3439.
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"The Retirement Community
Views the Past," workshops involving personal histories of participants.
Continuing Oct. 14 & 1 5,
Nov. 18 & 19, at Wynmoor
Village.
Contact: David R. Colburn,
(904) 392-0271, or Dan Hobby, (305) 463-4431.
Miami
"International Playwrights and
Seminar Series," playreadings
and panel discussions.
Continuing on April 20
(Moliere, Tartuffe), May 1 8
(Garcia Lorca, The House of
Bernada Alba)-and a special
feature, two complete performances in Spanish of Vallejo,
Orchids and Panthers, May
2-3-all at the Coconut Grove
Playhouse, Mainstage.
Contact: Judith Delgado,
(305) 442-2662.

Across Florida
"Freedom's Door: Immigrants'
Ports of Entry to the United
States," a radio documentary
featuring Miami.
Scheduled tor National Public
Radio distribution in July; ask
your NPR station for broadcast
times.
Contact: Greg Allen,
(215) 925-8090.
"Flagler and the American
Riviera," a TV special.
Scheduled tor release in conjunction with the celebration of
the Flagler Centennial, late '8 7
or early '88.
Contact: Sami Klein,
(305) 949-8321.
"Ralph McGill and His Times,"
video documentary and discussion guide (videocassette copies
to be available).
Scheduled for national PBS
release during summer, 1988.
Contact: Kathleen Dowdey,
(404) 875-6076.

"America's Great Architects,"
final lecture in series, by Robert
Campbell, Boston Globe.
Scheduled for 7:30 P.M., May
1 3, at First Presbyterian
Church, Historic Chapel, 609
Brickell Ave.
Contact: George Jones,
(305) 358-9572.

SPRING, 1 987
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G. W "Billy" Bitzer,
among the first and
greatest camera artists
Automobt1e Races
at Ormand,. Fla.
(1905), established his
reputation - at work
with the great director,
W. D. Griffith. Unttl
19 1 7, Jacksonville was
the capital of one-reel
comedies designed for
Nickelodeons.

Though Kalem organized America's first permanent
film company, in Jacksonville, it was W. D. Griffith
who established Florida as the place to shoot the
new feature length films with his The Birth of a Nation ( 19 15). Originator of such film techniques as
the flashback and the closeup, Griffith used many
Florida locations. Exteriors for The Idol Dancer
( 1919) were shot in Ft. Lauderdale.
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Films in Florida are full of firsts.
That was clearly one of the conclusions of the FEH sponsored film
history seminar, a centerpiece of
the Miami International Film
Festival last February.
John Reitzammer, President of
Images, Inc., Jacksonville, used
video documentaries to
demonstrate Jacksonville's
dominance in the production of
one-reel, 1 0-minute, comedies,
prior to 1 91 7. Kalem, the first
full-time stock company had its
studios in Jacksonville. Stars like
Oliver Hardy and Bill West got
their start in Jacksonville.
Richard Alan Nelson, author of
the text in Lights! Cameral Florida!
- the FEH produced book which
provides a permanent record of
the story of films in Florida pointed out that D.W. Griffith's
Florida made blockbuster, The
Birth of a Nation ( 1 91 5), set the
early mark for box-office records.
The first technicolor film was shot
in Jacksonville, 1917. Norman
Studios produced the first major
black feature films. The first talkie,
Hell Harbor, was shot in Tampa,
1 929.
Charles Harpole, currently
editing an NEH supported multivolume history of American
cinematography, added an overview. City politics, centering on
the mayors of Jacksonville and
Miami providing tax breaks and
local services, contributed to

much of the early vitality of filmmaking in Florida. However, new
national transportation and
distribution systems, along with
the development of 8 major film
companies located in and around
Hollywood from 1 920 to 1 930,
broke the back of Florida's lead.
Randy Akers, Associate Director
of FEH, led the discussion of the
means by which Florida has come
back to prominence. The forties
and fifties found prime Florida
locations back in fashion. One
1 9 61 film, Where The Bovs Are,
infected the whole country with
Spring Break Madness, and changed the local beach scene in
Florida. And on it goes.
Today third in the nation, Florida
is home to major studios like
Disney and Universal. TV and
commercial production are increasing. Burt Reynolds, Florida's
favorite film son not only makes
films here, he provides major personal and financial support toward
assuring the future of theatre/film
education and performance
capacities in Florida.
FEH is proud of the fact that this
year it is sponsoring the Third Annual Florida Screenwriters Competition, soliciting scripts based in
Florida and about Florida. To this
we add historical depth through
seminar and book. Herewith pictorial highlights from Lights!
Cameral Florida!: Ninetv Years of
Moviemaking and Television Production in the Sunshine State.

The first technicolor feature, The Gulf Between, was
developed in this raJ'lroad laboratorv (Jacksonvt'lle,
191 7).
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The world's first talkie, Hell Harbor (1928), directed
bv Henrv King and starring Lupe Velez, was filmed at
Beecroft Studios in Tampa, to the cheers of local
civic sponsors.

Seminole Indians found work as extras in ear!v films,
including this exotic encampment on Lake Pancoast
(1915).
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News Notes

Miami Mayor E G. Sewell was instrumental in raising the money and
political support needed to establish Miami Studios, Inc. Here Sewell
(second from left) is seated next to actor Eddie Polo (third from left).
The 245' x 90' main studio is in the background. (Hialeah, 1922)

The public hearing, held in conjunction with the February Board
meeting in Jacksonville, gave 1 2
people an opportunity to speak of,
to, and about the work of FEH.
They were universally grateful for
the opportunities FEH provides.
Reports of completed and coming
projects were both exciting and
moving. Board members gained
much information on the impact of
funded projects.
Among the suggestions made to
the Board were:
• solicit applications from scientific
and technological groups, thereby
encouraging attention to interpretive and value issues in these
value-numb areas.
• insist on responsible budgets
which reflect true results, show
accurate costs, and include sufficient support.
• build into the funding of media
projects support for distribution
and promotion, including extra
copies.

D
Early films needed light, lots of it. Film speeds were slow. Studio
lighting was expensive and not well developed. The sun was the
answer; Florida was the solution. Reflectors were all you needed.
Then it could be, "cameras, action, " for actor Johnny Hines, Coral
Gables (1925}.

To fend off the effects of the Depression, and keep filmmakers from
fleeing Florida, Governor Doyle E. Carlton (1929-33}, and business
leaders such as Trenton Collins of Tampa, worked to provide state
and local tax credits. Tax advantages for filming in Florida locations
encouraged shooting, e.g., in this Cootie River (New Port Richey)
location ( 1932).
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The National Endowment for the
Humanities has awarded a grant
of $42,000 to the University of
Florida, in support of this
summer's collaborative teachers'
institute directed by Augustus
Burns, Associate Professor of
History. Starting with minimal support from private sources and the
History Teaching Alliance three
years ago, Gus Burns and his colleagues developed a way to impact an entire school district, not
just individual teachers. Their collaborative institutes received FEH
funding in '85 and '86, the
critical development years. FEH is
proud to have enabled the institute
to gain national recognition and
funding.
This summer Professor Burns
will help 30 secondary school
teachers renew the excitement of
intellectual discovery and exchange as they investigate constitutionalism and the rule of law
in American history. By the end of
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1987, 75 teachers in Alachua
County will be part of this expanding community of scholars engaged in the practice of teaching.
Levy County is now taking fire.
The headquarters of the History
Teaching Alliance is relocating to
Gainesville. And 4 5 comparable
seminars will be taught elsewhere
in these United States.

0
The FEH Speakers Bureau, announced in the last issue of Florida
Forum, is being put to work. As of
the end of April, 3 5 requests for
speakers have been approved. Fifteen presentations have already
been made. Panama City and Fort
Pierce are among the many places
FEH speakers have gone.
Additional applications for
speakers are invited, especially
from locations where FEH has not
sponsored speakers or programs
lately. Information and application
forms can be obtained by contacting the FEH office.

After 1945, Hollywood outgrew its geographical boundaries and
went on location. Gas rationing was over. The boys were home.
Servicemen who had been "on location" wanted the real thing.
Throughout the 40's and 50's Florida's palms, cypresses, springs,
beaches and ocean attracted location crews for major films, like Key
Largo (Warner Brothers, 1948), starring Humphrey Bogart and
Lauren Bacall.

Applications for media
projects (radio, film, television) are now being acted on
only once each year.
Applications close on
October 1 . Applications
received after that date will
be put off until the following
year. Preliminary proposals
must be rQceived by July 30.
Beginning dates cannot
come before March 1 1 ,
1 988.
All media proposals will be
reviewed by a technical
panel, needing samples of
previous work by the project
director. Based on this
preliminary evaluation, final
decisions on media proposals
will be made by the FEH
Board in February.

Where The Boys Are (M-G-M, 1961 ), a comedy set in Ft.
Lauderdale, is credited with infecting the nation's campuses with
Spring Break Madness, turning Ft. Lauderdale into the nation's most
popular spring vacation destination.

Now third in the nation in film production, with Disney and Universal
establishing major production centers, films mean big bucks in
Florida. But where else could Cocoon break out, Ron Howard's
gigantic hit (Zanuck & Brown/20th Century Fox, 1984), or could one
meet up with Jaws II (Universal, 19 7 7)?

Lights! Camera! Florida:
Ninety Years of Moviemaking
and Television Production in
the Sunshine State (excerpted
herewith) is being reprinted by
the Friends of the Florida
Humanities. If you would like
copies, please send a donation
of $1 0.00 (plus $1 .00
postage and handling) per
copy. Bulk orders (of 10 or
more) must be received by May
15,1987.
Please address your donations and requests to:
Friends of the Humanities, Inc.
P.O. Box 1 6989
Tampa, FL 33687

"What images of human
possibility will American society
put before its members? What
standards will it suggest to them
as befitting the dignity of the
human spirit? . .. Will it speak to
Americans only of success and
celebrity and the quick fix that
makes you happy, or will it lind
a place for grace, elegance,
nobility and a sense of connection with the whole human
adventure?"
Charles Frankel,
"Why The Humanities?"

Florida's favorite film son, Burt Reynolds, has returned the compliment.
He brings f!Jms to Rorida. He also is helping create Florida's film future
through the construction of a $9. 5 million stage and video production
center, The Theatre, Inc., Sarasota. Here, in Smokey and the Bandit II
(Universal, 7980), he shows his Florida colors.

Four teacher institutes, concentrating on Florida History,
will be sponsored by FEH this
summer. Those interested in
participating should contact the
appropriate local project director as soon as possible, as
follows:

Tampa:
Gary R. Mormino,
(813)974-3815

St. Augustine:
Roger Nichols,
(904) 829-6481

West Palm Beach:
Stephen J. Byrne,
(305) 684-511 7

Winter Park:
Maurice O'Sullivan,
(305) 646-2355
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